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KRISTINA MURRAY
Southern Ambrosia
����

Made In America / The Ballad Of Angel And 
Donnie / Strong Blood / Slow Kill / Tell Me 
/ Pink Azeleas / Lover And Liars / Potter's 
Field / Joke’s On Me 
Producer: Michael Rinne
Kristina Murray
32:48

Here’s an album I’ve really been looking 
forward to. Kristina Murray’s last release 
Unravelin’ was a highlight of 2013 for 

me and Lights Out For The Lonesome 
still appears on my playlists every now 
and then. I was a little disappointed that 
Murray’s 2017 single How Tall The Glass 
never made it on to Southern Ambrosia - if 
you haven’t heard it head over to YouTube 
and have a listen - but after playing this 
album through a couple of times I can see 
why as it wouldn’t quite fit here. This is 
a honky tonk free zone as Murray looks 
to cement her place as a serious singer-
songwriter with a hint of badass, and whilst 
I might have initially been lacking in the 
enthusiasm I had for her previous release I 
really enjoyed the feel and groove of Strong 
Blood which has an air of 90s Nashville 
women of country meets Joni Mitchell and 
Sturgill Simpson in a dark seedy alley.

The Ballad Of Angel And Donnie even 
reminded me of Mary Chapin Carpenter of 
a couple of decades ago, albeit one much 
more angry, but the song on which Murray 
really smashes it is Tell Me. The bluesy 
quality of her voice suits the retro restrained 
twang of the Isaak-esque backing. It’s a 
perfect performance and an incredible song.

Kristina Murray makes it all seem so 
effortless. her nasally vocals adding to the 
attitude of the record, and the overall mood 
is sure to hit home to fans of some of the 
more edgy major label females as it is to 
those who like it rootsy and indie. 

Potter’s Field is as downbeat as you 
might imagine a song about a graveyard to 
be but I suspect has the kind of qualities 
that many will appreciate. The album closes 
with an almost acoustic song, Joke’s On 
Me, which proves Murray’s writing ability 
but might have benefitted from a little more 
zing in the arrangement.

Once this album got under my skin my 
initial reservations were quashed. Kristina 
Murray is a considerable talent that I’d 
like to think is destined for great things. 
Southern Ambrosia does suffer from a 
slightly foggy production, and could be 
considered a little ‘dour’ but these are 
grown-up songs and these can be dour 
times. Nevertheless, anyone who really 
appreciates quality singer-songwriters 
should find plenty here to enthrall them.

Kelly Gregory

CHARLIE WORSHAM
Beginning Of Things
��1/2

Pants / Please People Please / Southern By 
The Grace Of God / Call You Up / Lawn Chair 
Don’t Care / Only Way To Fly / Old Time’s Sake / 
Cut Your Groove / I Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere / The 
Beginning Of Things / Birthday Suit / I-55 / 
Take Me Drunk
Producers: Frank Liddell & Eric Masse
Warner Bros
44:58

Charlie Worsham’s sophomore effort begins with the jokey Pants. It 
would take longer to explain it than it would to listen to the barely 15 
second ditty. I wished it had lasted longer but it certainly made me 
pay attention. When it choppily segued into Please People Please I 

thought for a moment I had a defective disc but I guess that’s the way 
it’s meant to be and somebody had the idea to show the ‘whacky’ side 
of Worsham. This playful side also raises its head on Lawn Chair Don’t 
Care which sounds like a writing collaboration between Roger Miller 
and Shel Silversteen and I really liked it. I don’t think it worked so well 
on Only Way To Fly which as far as I can make out is about a trip to 
outer space. It’s ridiculous, it’s nonsense, it wasn’t funny and I longed 
for Major Tom. 

Elsewhere Worsham churns out the kind of fodder one might expect 
more of on a major label. But there are occasions when I can imagine 
the drummer in the session saying, “Hey, I’ve got this offbeat riff that 
will make it really different and edgy” (I Ain’t Going Nowhere) or the 
guitar player was noodling a funky rock riff (Birthday Suit) that the 
producer thought it was a good idea to include. Neither works that well 
but the closing Take Me Drunk is ‘different’ and does actually work.  

It would seem that Worsham is either trying too hard to be all things 
to all people or the producer is unsure which way to direct his talent. 
It doesn’t very often sound very country and when Worsham sings 
“I’ve worn suits that didn’t suit me” in Please People Please I couldn’t 
help thinking he should be singing “I’ve sung songs that didn’t suit 
me.” Southern By The Grace Of God is so generic and contrived that it 
ought to come with a free Bible. 

There are some interesting moments on this record but I fear 
Worsham might not be different enough to stand out from the crowd. It 
tries a little bit too hard to be eclectic and I think it would have been a 
better album if they’d let him go completely with his fun side. 

I hated some of this album as much as I loved other parts and that’s 
why I’m bang down the middle with the star rating. 

Duncan Warwick
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REUBEN BIDEZ
Something To Say
���

Reuben Bidez is a Nashville 
resident these days but this 
was largely recorded in Dallas. 
Cited as a “folk rocker” on his 
bio, probably more for the social 
commentators and political 
statements he’s making than the 
music, he actually draws on many 
LQÀXHQFHV�OLNH�:HVW�&RDVW�URFN�
and country rock and at times 
even sounds a bit like decent 90s 
pop. Bidez is probably not country 
enough for most country fans but 
if you can handle the wackier side 
of Sturgill Simpson then you might 
be able to handle this. The stand 
out track is probably the more 
restrained duet with Molly Parden, 
What You Really Wanted, and 
more tracks like that would have 
improved my overall view.

CHARLIE 
WALMSLEY
Chevy Town
���

Walmsley seems to be trying so 
hard to encapsulate small town 
life that he’s throwing everything 
at it. The variety might have 
worked better on a full length 
album where one might get a 
better handle of where he’s at. 
Whether that’s troubadour or 
Springsteen wannabe.

EMMA JADE
Older Now
���1/2

On the opening track Ain’t Losing 
Sleep, the American accent might 
not be real but UK’s own Emma 
Jade sings through her nose and 
actually sounds like a country 
singer. As the EP progresses 
it doesn’t quite live up to the 
promise of its opener but at least 
the production is sympathetic and 
more Chris Isaak than it is Kane 
Brown.  

MASON RAMSEY
Famous
���1/2

Hey, everybody! It’s the Walmart 
kid. You know, the one who took 
the internet by storm yodelling a 
Hank Williams tune in America’s 
favourite store. Now there’s 
an EP with, as you might 
expect, some Hank Williams 
tunes and what seems like the 
totally inappropriate new song 

Famous, which doesn’t fit in 
with the other material here at 
all and doesn’t even include 
any yodelling. Cuter than Little 
Jimmy Osmond and more 
country than most stuff on the 
charts. Not bad for an eleven-
year-old. 

HONKY TONK 
SPECIAL
To Die For
����

Ten seconds in to Alcoholic and 
you’ll be singing along. Not only 
is its appeal instant but it’s an 
absolute killer of a honky tonker 
that you might imagine Mark 
Chesnutt having hit big with it 
in the early 90s. That neo-
traditional 90s feel pervades 
through all except the last track, 
that being a touching homage to 
America’s armed forces.

KIMBERLY KELLY
Don’t Blame It On Me
�����

Kimberly Kelly is a new name to me but hails from a musical family close to Waco, 
Texas and she has released a couple of independent albums previously. On the 
strength of this she should go to the top of your list of artists to watch, especially 
LI�\RX�IDYRXU�URRWV\�VRXQGLQJ�IHPDOH�VLQJHU�VRQJZULWHUV�ZLWK�UHDO�FRXQWU\�ÀRZLQJ�
through their veins. Whether it’s Daddy’s 8 Pack which seemlessly bridges the gap 
between JoDee Messina or early Martina McBride and today’s generation, or the 
title track which is probably too country for today’s chart but George Strait could 
still nail, Kelly shows her songwriting chops. Prayer And A Six Pack reminded me 
of Gretchen Wilson’s feistiness but the absolute killer here for me is Some Things 
Have A Name. It might be way too country, it’s certainly way too tuneful for today’s 
PDUNHW�EXW�LW¶V�VWLOO�WKH�¿UVW�VLQJOH�DQG�LW�UHDOO\�GHPDQGV�\RXU�DWWHQWLRQ��:KHWKHU�\RX�
like Brandy Clark or Erin Enderlin or LeeAnn Womack or Miranda Lambert then 
this is for you. It covers several bases and does so with excellence. 
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“On the strength of this 
she should go to the 

top of your list of artists 
to watch...”
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